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Femtosecond-pulse cavity-dumped solid-state oscillator
design and application to ultrafast microscopy

Yish-Hann Liau, Andreas N. Unterreiner, David C. Arnett, and Norbert F. Scherer

The construction, modeling, and performance characteristics of a new resonator design for ultrafast
cavity-dumped oscillators are presented. An acousto-optic Bragg cell was incorporated at the end of the
longer arm of a Ti:sapphire oscillator rather than in the shorter arm as in several recent studies. The
new arrangement improves the pulse intensity stability of the oscillator and significantly reduces the
effort required in construction. The experimental findings are supported by comparison of the stability
regions of the laser cavities based on the two different designs. To demonstrate the potential of
cavity-dumped oscillators for spatially resolved ultrafast spectroscopy studies, the pulse duration is
characterized at the focal plane of two achromatic high-N.A. oil-immersion objectives with different
amounts of flat-field correction. Transform-limited pulse widths as short as 15 fs are obtained. To our
knowledge, this is the shortest pulse duration measured with true high-N.A. ~N.A. . 1! focusing condi-
tions. © 1999 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

The invention of the Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sap-
phire laser1 has revolutionized the performance and
reliability of ultrashort light sources. Four-mirror
Ti:sapphire oscillators routinely generate pulses
10–15 fs in duration.2,3 Sub-10-fs pulse formation
rom a Ti:sapphire laser has also been demonstrated
ith dispersion compensated by prism pairs,4 chirped

dielectric mirrors,5 or their combination.6 Typically,
hese pulses contain a few nanojoules of energy and
re generated at repetition rates between 70 and 90
Hz. Higher pulse energy can be obtained through

mplification, although with compromises in cost,
tability, repetition rate, and pulse width.7–9 Cavity

dumping the Ti:sapphire oscillator is an alternative
that maintains the benefits of good stability and short
pulse width and adds moderate pulse energy and
controllable high repetition rate.10–15 Despite these
advantages, cavity-dumped Ti:sapphire ~CDTS! oscil-
ators are still less popular than the four-mirror res-
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nator, in part because of the more time-consuming
etup and alignment involved.
The marriage of reliable ultrashort light sources to

ther enabling technology has greatly extended the
cope of ultrafast spectroscopy.15–25 For example, spa-

tially resolved ultrafast spectroscopy, which com-
bines femtosecond lasers with high-resolution optical
microscopy, is a valuable tool for studying the func-
tion and dynamics of individual quantum systems
such as single molecules. Two significant problems
for spatially localized and single-chromophore mi-
croscopy are local heating and photoinduced damage,
both resulting from high energy densities in the small
focal volume produced by a microscope objective.
The local heat load is proportional to the average
laser power, whereas photoinduced damage is related
mainly to excessive single-shot pulse energy. CDTS
oscillators, unlike amplifier systems or simple four-
mirror oscillators, allow for easy and independent
control of the average power and the single-shot pulse
energy with little sacrifice in pulse width and inten-
sity stability. Therefore a reliable CDTS oscillator
that is relatively easy to construct and maintain yet
preserves the benefits of standard four-mirror oscil-
lators would further benefit these advances in ultra-
fast spectroscopy.

In this paper we present a new resonator design for
the CDTS oscillator that exhibits significant improve-
ment in stability and ease of construction over previ-
ous designs. The results of an ABCD matrix
nalysis of the resonator stability regions provide in-
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sight into the experimental findings. The use of this
CDTS oscillator as an excitation source for ultrafast
microscopy is demonstrated for true high-N.A.
~N.A . 1! conditions ~i.e., high-N.A. objectives with

lled back apertures!.

2. Experiment

A. Oscillator Design

The new and the traditional CDTS oscillator designs
are displayed in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively.26,27

The essential difference in the designs lies in the
positioning of the acousto-optic Bragg cell used for
pulse ejection. Specifically, the Bragg cell and two
focusing mirrors in the new design are relocated to
the end of the longer arm that contains four prisms
for dispersion compensation @see Fig. 1~a!#. The new
location of the Bragg cell makes the oscillator highly
asymmetric in the two arm lengths, which is impor-
tant for achieving stable Kerr-lens mode locking.28,29

The resultant higher Q value of the cavity andyor
more efficient gain extraction from the lasing me-
dium necessitates replacing the linear loss element ~a
97.5% reflective end mirror! with a more transmis-
sive optic ~90–92% reflectivity!. To keep the overall
cavity length approximately the same as the old de-
sign, a dog-leg fold arrangement was chosen for the
cavity-dumping mechanism.7,30 Although additional
prisms require more effort in initial construction, the
mode-locking condition is easy to establish. Follow-
ing power optimization in cw operation, we achieve
mode locking by slightly increasing the distance of
M1 and M2 and then applying a gentle perturbation-
like tapping at the end mirror. Routine mainte-
nance of the new oscillator is also greatly reduced.

B. Performance

Cavity dumping is performed by means of driving the
acousto-optic Bragg cell with a synchronized rf source
~Camac Model CD-5000!. We achieve synchroniza-

Fig. 1. Schematic of two different designs of the CDTS oscillator.
~a! New design. The pump laser is a frequency-doubled diode-

umped YVO4 laser ~Spectra-Physics Millennia!; lens, f 5 10 cm;
1–M2, R 5 10-cm mirrors ~CVI Model TLM2!; OC, 8% transmis-

ion ~CVI Model PR2!; M3, R 5 20-cm mirrors ~CVI Model TLM2!;
M4, R 5 10-cm mirrors ~CVI Model TLM2!; P1–P2–P3–P4, fused-
silica prisms; TS, Ti:sapphire crystal ~4-mm-path-length slab,
Crystal Systems!; BC, Bragg cell ~Harris Model H-101!. ~b! Con-
ventional design. All optics are the same as in ~a! except OC, 2.5%
transmission ~CVI Model PR2!; M3–M4, R 5 15-cm mirrors ~CVI
Model TLM2!; HR, high reflector ~CVI Model TLM2!.
2

tion with the 77-MHz cavity repetition rate by send-
ing the signal from a fast photodiode that samples the
beam transmitted through the output coupler to the
Bragg-cell driver; the oscillator serves as a clock
source for generating a well-phased ~;400-MHz! rf
pulse. With proper alignment, laser mode selection,
and synchronization, the Bragg cell can deflect in
excess of 60% of the intracavity energy with moderate
rf power ~;6-W peak to peak!. A larger dumping
ratio can be achieved by further increasing the rf
power with a rf power amplifier ~Camac Model PB
1800!. Maximal dumping efficiency of 90% can be
obtained at the expense of stability or even disrupted
pulsed operation. Typical pulse energies are in ex-
cess of 40 nJ from 10- to 300-kHz dumping frequency.
The maximal pulse energy is reduced by 10% at 500-
kHz dumping frequency. Pulse spectral bandwidths
of 60-nm FWHM or more are obtained and are also
insensitive to cavity-dumping frequency or diffrac-
tion efficiency. These pulses yield unchirped inter-
ferometric autocorrelations corresponding to pulse
widths of 14.5 fs, assuming a hyperbolic secant-
squared intensity profile.

The somewhat reduced pulse energy obtained with
the new CDTS oscillator compared with our previous
~i.e., traditional! design12 is attributed to the different
operating regimes ~stability zone I versus zone II! for
the two designs ~see Section 3!. Other factors that
could contribute to the difference include different
focus mirrors for the cavity dumping stages ~radius of
curvature at 15:15 versus 20:10 for old and new de-
signs, respectively! and 2.5% versus 8% transmission
linear loss elements, respectively. Although the old
design was based on a stretched dumper-arm config-
uration12 to increase dumping efficiency, comparable
efficiency values are obtained here.

3. Results and Discussion

A. Resonator Stability

The stability diagrams for the new and the old cavity
layouts calculated with the ABCD matrix method31

are shown in Fig. 2. The x and the y axes are the
separation of the curved mirrors surrounding the
4-mm-path-length Ti:sapphire crystal ~M1–M2! and
the Bragg cell ~M3–M4!, respectively. The general
hape and area of the stability zones ~dark areas! are
airly insensitive to the angles of the curved mirrors,

1–M2–OC @output coupler; see Fig. 1~a!# and M2–
1–P1 @fused-silica prism; see Fig. 1~b!#, examined

rom 13° to 16°. The actual angle was chosen to
inimize the astigmatism in the cavity that results

rom the presence of the Brewster angle cut Ti:sap-
hire crystal.32 The portion of the stability regions

traversed as the M1–M2 distance is varied are indi-
cated by the gray dotted lines for a M3–M4 separa-
tion chosen to be near confocal. The working points
that allow for optimal performance of the two designs
are also indicated with the arrows shown in Fig. 2.
Note the almost orthogonal orientation of the stabil-
ity region boundaries in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Histor-
ically, the two stability regions seen in Fig. 2~b! are
0 December 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 36 y APPLIED OPTICS 7387
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referred to as stability zones I and II and are sepa-
rated by a gap that is due to the asymmetry of the two
arm lengths where the oscillator is unstable.

The striking difference between the stability dia-
grams of the two designs indicates that the two os-
cillators operate in different regimes presumably
resulting from different cavity asymmetry values or
from the curved end mirror used in the new design.
To elucidate the cause for the difference between the
two stability diagrams and to gain further insight
into the correlation between the two designs, a series
of ABCD matrix calculations were carried out. The
verall cavity length, as well as other parameters,
ere kept the same as those used in Fig. 2, and only

he ratio between the two arm lengths was varied.
igure 3 shows the evolution of the stability regions
s the cavity arrangement changes from highly
symmetric ~cavity length ratio,1:7, which is close to
he new design! to near symmetric ~1:1, similar to the
raditional design!. The calculation clearly indi-
ates that the stability zone, where the operating
oint of the new design is located, evolved from the
eft lobe ~stability zone I! of the stability diagram of
ig. 2~b!. Another arrangement, identical to the
ew design except that the curved end mirror was
eplaced with a matched radius-of-curvature mirror
nd a flat end mirror in a z configuration, was also
xamined, and no significant change of the stability
388 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 36 y 20 December 1999
egion due to the dog-leg fold was found. Conse-
uently, the difference between the stability dia-
rams of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! resulted primarily from
he highly asymmetric cavity arrangement instead of
he curved end mirror used in the new design.

In general, it is easier to achieve mode locking if the
avity is aligned to the inner borders at the two sta-
ility zones.11,29,33 The traditional design was indeed

found to operate preferentially in the inner border of
the second stability zone. The same observation,
also made by others,11 was ascribed to the existence
of preferential gain of the mode-locking mode over the
cw mode33 andyor to the lower resonator sensitivity to
xternal perturbations.34,35 The new CDTS laser de-

sign was found to operate at the upper border of the
left stability region that correlates to stability zone I.
It was shown that a hard aperture must be placed in
the shorter arm to achieve mode locking if the four-
mirror resonator is operated in the first stability
zone.29 Although it cannot be ruled out that light
leakage around the edge of the prisms might work as
a hard aperture, our study indicates that it is possible
to initiate mode locking in the first stability zone
without explicitly inserting a hard aperture in the
cavity.

The empirical finding that the new CDTS oscillator
design is much easier to align is also supported by the
ABCD matrix analysis of the resonators. The wider
stability zone of the new design along the M1–M2
separation @illustrated by the dotted line in Fig. 2~a!#
acilitates ease of initial construction and optimiza-
ion. Most importantly, when the M3–M4 separa-
ion in the new design is nearly confocal about the
ragg cell, the M1–M2 separation can be adjusted
ver a wide range. This adjustment dramatically
elaxes the stability constraint along the coordinate
ost important for achieving optimum pulsed oper-

tion. By contrast, the narrowness of the two
ranches of the stability region in Fig. 2~b! where the
ulsing operation can be achieved suggests greater
ifficulty in locating and optimizing the alignment.

B. Intensity Stability

The improved stability of the new CDTS laser design
is quantified by measurement of the pulse intensity
distribution. The cavity-dumped pulses are moni-
tored by a fast photodiode whose output is sent to a
Fig. 2. ~a! Stability diagram of the new CDTS oscillator design
hown in Fig. 1~a!. The approximate point of pulsed operation is
1–M2 5 10.4 cm, M3–M4 5 20.7 cm. ~b! Stability diagram of

he conventional CDTS oscillator. The two stability regions seen
or the M1–M2 distance corresponding to the pulsing configuration
an be located ~empirically! when the separation of M3 and M4 is
hosen to be near confocal, i.e., at 14.6 cm in this case.
Fig. 3. Stability diagrams calculated for cavities of different arm-length ratios. All the parameters are the same as those used for the
calculation shown in Fig. 2~a! except that the ratios between the two arm lengths vary from 1:7 to 1:1 as designated in each panel.
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photon counter ~Stanford Research Systems Model
SR400! with a built-in adjustable discriminator.
The photon counter returns the number of pulses
from the photodiode with intensity ~per unit time!
greater than the discriminator set point. We evalu-
ated the pulse intensity histogram by observing the
number of pulses as a function of the discriminator
level and differentiating the results; the data for the
cavity-dumped pulses are shown as circles in Fig.
4~a!. The Gaussian fit to the pulse intensity distri-
bution is displayed as a solid curve. The resulting
FWHM of the intensity distribution is 0.23% for the
cavity-dumped pulse train. We can evaluate the
pulse intensity stability of the oscillator in the same
manner by monitoring the output-coupled pulse train
when the Bragg cell driver is turned off. The re-
sults, along with the fitted Gaussian curve, are shown
in Fig. 4~a! as triangles and a dotted curve, respec-
tively. Although the cavity-dumper electronics may
be introducing noise, the greater portion of the insta-
bility results from the perturbation introduced by
dumping and subsequent relaxation oscillations.

For comparison the same measurements were also
performed on another cavity-dumped oscillator,
based on the conventional design, pumped by an
identical diode-pumped solid-state source ~Spectra-
Physics, Millennia!. The results displayed in Fig.
4~b! show that the dumped pulse train is again ap-
proximately twice as noisy as the oscillator energy in
the absence of dumping. A comparison of Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b! shows that the new resonator is considerably

Fig. 4. Pulse intensity distribution represented as percentage of
deviation for the average intensity. ~a!. New design. The repe-
tition rate was 250 kHz for the cavity-dumped pulse train ~circles!
and 76.7 MHz for the output-coupled pulse train ~triangles!.
Each data point is the average of three measurements. The data
point density was doubled by cubic spline interpolation before
fitting with a Gaussian curve. The FWHM of the distribution is
0.23% for the cavity-dumped pulses and 0.10% for the output-
coupled pulses. ~b! Measured for the conventional design. The
repetition rates are the same, and the symbols have the same
meaning. The FWHM of the distribution is 0.38% for the cavity-
dumped pulses and 0.21% for the output-coupled pulses.
2

more stable than the conventional one for both cavity-
dumped and output-coupled pulses. The pulse in-
tensity fluctuations of CDTS oscillators have been
estimated by others to be 1%; however, no details
were reported as to how the values were obtained.11

The approach presented here can serve as a general
method to quantify the intensity stability of any
pulsed laser system.

C. Application to Microscopy

To understand fully the light–matter interaction and
to optimize the imaging capability of ultrashort laser
pulses in a microscope, it is essential to characterize
the electric field of the laser light at the position
where the sample under study is located. The ad-
vantages of employing cavity-dumped pulses as op-
posed to attenuated oscillator-only pulse trains are
that both the pulse energy and the average power can
be readily adjusted, and for the same average power
the cavity-dumped pulses will be orders of magnitude
more intense. The pulse width is characterized by
second-harmonic generation ~SHG! interferometry at
the focal plane of two high-N.A., near-flat-field, ach-
romatic, oil-immersion microscope objectives ~Zeiss,
CP-Achromat 1003y1.25 Oil and Zeiss, F-Fluar 403y
1.30 Oil! that have been widely used for biologic flu-
orescence imaging. The results demonstrate the
potential of a CDTS oscillator for spatially resolved
ultrafast spectroscopy.

The importance of characterizing the spatial-
temporal properties of femtosecond pulses at the focal
plane of microscope objectives ~usually highly disper-
sive! was recently addressed.36–39 These studies in-
clude detailed characterization of a 22-fs pulse at the
focus of a low-magnification objective by frequency-
resolved optical gating but only at low N.A.37 Al-
though sub-10-fs pulses have been measured at the
focus of an 0.85 N.A. objective, unchirped pulses can
be obtained only by intentional underfilling of the
back aperture of the objective, owing to radius-
dependent pulse arrival time.39

In the current case the pulse width is derived from
a second-order interferometric autocorrelation mea-
sured at the focus of the objective by use of a 50-mm-
thick KDP crystal. The SHG signal generated from
the front edge of the KDP crystal and scattered back-
ward was collected by the same objective and directed
to a photomultiplier tube. An interference filter cen-
tered at 400 nm and a heat-reflection mirror were
used to isolate the SHG signal from the scattered
fundamental. A pair of Brewster-cut BK7 prisms
were used to precompensate dispersion resulting
from the materials of the optics located in the light
path.

The interferogram measured with the objective,
Carl Zeiss, CP-Achromat 1003y1.25 Oil, and the fit
re shown in Fig 5. A pulse duration of 15 fs, as-
uming a quadratic hyperbolic secant intensity pro-
le, is obtained. This is almost identical to the
riginal pulse duration ~14.5 fs! measured from the
DTS oscillator, thus indicating that most of the dis-
ersion from the objective has been corrected by the
0 December 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 36 y APPLIED OPTICS 7389
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compensating prism pair. The absence of residual
dispersion is further supported by the perfect 8:1 in-
terferogram peak-to-wing ratio and by the absence of
any structure in the wings. The spectrum of the
cavity-dumped pulses is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
The FWHM of the spectrum is 50 nm, giving a time–
bandwidth product of 0.38, which is close to the the-
oretical value of 0.315 for hyperbolic secant-squared
pulses. Note that this 15-fs pulse is obtained under
conditions in which the back aperture of the objective
has been nearly filled to ensure the full N.A. for fo-
cusing, thereby achieving subwavelength resolution.
The pulse width is, to the best of our knowledge, the
shortest obtained so far at the focal plane under truly
high (1.25) N.A. conditions. Although it has been
pointed out that the radius-dependent propagation
time of the laser light in the objective creates a group-
velocity-delay dispersionlike effect and thus broadens
femtosecond pulses,39 the current result shows that
this effect does not play a significant role for pulse
duration as short as 15 fs.

To substantiate that the full N.A. of the objective
has been achieved, the focal spot size ~point-spread
function! is also characterized under the same condi-
tions used to measure the pulse duration. A razor
blade with its sharp edge immersed in the index-
matching oil is scanned laterally across the laser focal
spot with a pizeoscanner, and the reflected light in-
tensity is measured with respect to the lateral coor-
dinate of the razor blade. The results, shown as
circles in Fig. 6, can be fitted by a function represent-
ing a convolution of a Gaussian with a step function.
The best fit and the retrieved Gaussian function are
shown as a solid curve and a dashed curve, respec-
tively. The spot size, defined as the FWHM of the
Gaussian function, is 730 nm, showing that a sub-
wavelength spot size has been achieved for 15-fs du-
ration pulses. The deviation of the fit in the tail and
the larger spot size compared with that limited only
by diffraction can be attributed to the residual spher-
ical and chromatic aberration of the objective that

Fig. 5. Interferometric autocorrelation measured at the focal
plane of a high-N.A., near-flat-field, achromatic microscope objec-
tive. The extracted pulse duration of the experimental data ~cir-
cles! is 15 fs assuming a quadratic hyperbolic secant intensity

rofile. Solid curve, calculated interferogram. Inset, spectrum
f the cavity-dumped pulses. The spectrum is corrected for the
ber-coupled spectrometer–detector wavelength response by a
ungsten lamp.
390 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 36 y 20 December 1999
has been designed for the 400–700-nm wavelength
range.40

The pulse width was also characterized at the focus
of an objective with a greater amount of flat-field
correction and higher N.A. ~Zeiss, F-Fluar 403y1.30
Oil!. Clean interferograms can be obtained only by
reducing the bandwidth of the oscillator to 43 nm
with a 20.5-fs duration sech2 ~t! pulse being the short-
est clean pulse ~i.e., without wings in the inter-
ferogram! achievable. The need to reduce the
bandwidth is ascribed to increased higher-order ra-
dial dispersion introduced by this objective, which
consists of more numbers of glass elements as com-
pared with the simpler CP-Achromat objective used
before. Shorter pulse widths would not be obtained
with dispersion compensated by a grating compressor
or even dispersion-controlled mirrors, since this effect
occurs over the transverse beam profile.

In spatially resolved nonlinear spectroscopy stud-
ies, high-N.A. microscope objectives are commonly
used to confine the laser field to achieve diffraction-
limited spatial resolution. The peak intensity for
the pulse duration and focusing conditions would be
of the order of 1015 Wycm2 if the highest pulse energy
~40 nJ! were focused to the submicrometer focal spot.
Under this tight focusing condition, the laser inten-
sity can easily induce higher-order nonlinear process-
es36 or even exceed the damage threshold of the
system under investigation. Alternatively, this may
be useful in multiphoton laser machining applica-
tions.41

4. Conclusions and Notes

In summary, a new resonator design for the CDTS
laser has been presented. This new design is supe-
rior to the conventional one in terms of ease of initial
setup and routine alignment as determined empiri-
cally and supported by ABCD matrix resonator cal-
culations. The FWHM of the intensity distribution
for the cavity-dumped pulses is measured to be
0.23%. The benefit from the significantly improved

Fig. 6. Reflected light intensity measured with respect to the
lateral coordinate of a razor blade scanned across the focus of an
oil-immersion objective used to focus 15-fs pulses. The best fit
and the retrieved Gaussian function representing the point-spread
function of the objective are shown as a solid and a dashed curve,
respectively. The spot size, defined as the FWHM of the Gauss-
ian, was 730 nm.
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“Generation of 13-fs, 5-MW pulses from a cavity-dumped Ti:
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pulse intensity stability achieved with the new design
compared with the traditional one is more important
for nonlinear spectroscopy studies that require exten-
sive signal accumulation time for averaging. Fi-
nally, we have examined the oscillator performance
and suitability for nonlinear microscopy application
by characterizing the pulse width at the focal plane of
high-N.A., near-flat-field achromatic objectives.
Near-transform-limited, 15-fs pulses were obtained
at the focal plane of such a microscope objective, thus
presenting new opportunities for spatially resolved
ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy studies of heteroge-
neous samples with 15-fs temporal resolution and
subwavelength spatial resolution. This CDTS oscil-
lator has recently been employed to demonstrate spa-
tially localized spectroscopy on rough silver films42

and to study the dynamics of single metallic col-
loids.43
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